A portion of the proposed action is categorically excluded from further NEPA review. The NEPA Provision

The proposed action has not been segmented to meet the definition of

There are no extraordinary circumstances related to the proposed action that may affect the significance of the environmental

The proposed action (or the part of the proposal defined in the Rationale above) fits within a class of actions that is listed in

The proposed action would not: (1) introduce a violation of applicable statutory, regulatory, or permit requirements for

The project number and recipient have previously received a CX on previous work. This new CX has been signed due to the recipient

Notes:

This project number and recipient have previously received a CX on previous work. This new CX has been signed due to the recipient

FOR CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION DETERMINATIONS

The proposed action has not been segmented to meet the definition of a categorical exclusion. This proposal is not connected to other

A portion of the proposed action is categorically excluded from further NEPA review. The NEPA Provision identifies Topic Areas, Budget Periods, tasks, and/or subtasks that are subject to additional NEPA review.

SIGNATURE OF THIS MEMORANDUM CONSTITUTES A RECORD OF THIS DECISION.

The NEPA Determination applies to the following Topic Areas, Budget Periods, and/or tasks:

NEPA DETERMINATION

DOE has made a conditional NEPA determination.

The NEPA Determination applies to the following Topic Areas, Budget Periods, and/or tasks:

A completed EQ is required for the TBD location sites/charging stations. A separate NEPA review is required for the TBD location sites.

Notes:

The NEPA Determination does not apply to the following Topic Area, Budget Periods, and/or tasks:

This project number and recipient have previously received a CX on previous work. This new CX has been signed due to the recipient

FOR CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION DETERMINATIONS

The proposed action would not: (1) include a violation of applicable statutory, regulatory, or permit requirements for

There are no extraordinary circumstances related to the proposed action that may affect the significance of the environmental effects of the proposal.

The proposed action has not been segmented to meet the definition of a categorical exclusion. This proposal is not connected to other

A portion of the proposed action is categorically excluded from further NEPA review. The NEPA Provision identifies Topic Areas, Budget Periods, tasks, and/or subtasks that are subject to additional NEPA review.

SIGNATURE OF THIS MEMORANDUM CONSTITUTES A RECORD OF THIS DECISION.

The NEPA Determination applies to the following Topic Areas, Budget Periods, and/or tasks:

This project number and recipient have previously received a CX on previous work. This new CX has been signed due to the recipient

Notes:

The NEPA Determination applies to the following Topic Areas, Budget Periods, and/or tasks:

A completed EQ is required for the TBD location sites/charging stations. A separate NEPA review is required for the TBD location sites.

Notes:

This project number and recipient have previously received a CX on previous work. This new CX has been signed due to the recipient

FOR CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION DETERMINATIONS

The proposed action would not: (1) introduce a violation of applicable statutory, regulatory, or permit requirements for

There are no extraordinary circumstances related to the proposed action that may affect the significance of the environmental effects of the proposal.

The proposed action has not been segmented to meet the definition of a categorical exclusion. This proposal is not connected to other

A portion of the proposed action is categorically excluded from further NEPA review. The NEPA Provision identifies Topic Areas, Budget Periods, tasks, and/or subtasks that are subject to additional NEPA review.

SIGNATURE OF THIS MEMORANDUM CONSTITUTES A RECORD OF THIS DECISION.

The NEPA Determination applies to the following Topic Areas, Budget Periods, and/or tasks:

This project number and recipient have previously received a CX on previous work. This new CX has been signed due to the recipient

Notes:

The NEPA Determination applies to the following Topic Areas, Budget Periods, and/or tasks:

A completed EQ is required for the TBD location sites/charging stations. A separate NEPA review is required for the TBD location sites.

Notes:

This project number and recipient have previously received a CX on previous work. This new CX has been signed due to the recipient

FOR CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION DETERMINATIONS

The proposed action would not: (1) introduce a violation of applicable statutory, regulatory, or permit requirements for

There are no extraordinary circumstances related to the proposed action that may affect the significance of the environmental effects of the proposal.

The proposed action has not been segmented to meet the definition of a categorical exclusion. This proposal is not connected to other

A portion of the proposed action is categorically excluded from further NEPA review. The NEPA Provision identifies Topic Areas, Budget Periods, tasks, and/or subtasks that are subject to additional NEPA review.

SIGNATURE OF THIS MEMORANDUM CONSTITUTES A RECORD OF THIS DECISION.